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§ 1. Introduction 
This article is a systematic investigation of the following process: 
consider a binary relation e on a topology (!) for a set E such that 0 e P 
=> 0 C P; a filter ff onE is said to be a e-filter if A E ff => 3 0, P E ff 
with 0 e P and PC A or if ff = {E}; let M(e) denote the set of maximal 
e-filters together with the topology generated by the sets 0* = 
{.A E M(e) I 0 E.A'} where 0 E (!). This process associates with each e a 
topological space M(e) and can be considered as a functor M on a 
suitable category (section 4). 
Abstract relations e and their associated spaces were first considered 
by FREUDENTHAL [1]. He proved that if e satisfies R2, ... , R 7 (see section 
2) then M(e) is a compact space. This result anticipates the essential part 
of the compactification theorem for proximity relations [8], which in 
addition states a duality between proximity relations and compacti-
fi.cations (or in other words certain Banach subalgebras of 0*-the algebra 
of bounded continuous real-valued functions on E). Freudenthal's theorem 
yields a similar duality (theorem 13). The attempt to express this clearly 
lead to the examination of formal properties of M; with the result that 
the compactification theorem (corollary 3 of theorem 12) is an almost 
purely formal consequence of the value of M for a canonical relation Y4 
on the usual topology for R. 
The basic steps in the proof of this theorem are: first, M commutes 
with products (theorem 6); second, for certain admissable maps f M(f) 
is an embedding (corollary to theorem 4); and third, for suitable relations 
the range of M(f) is closed (theorem ll). These results yield the main 
computation theorem (theorem 12) for relations e determined by contin-
uous real-valued functions and canonical relations on R. Freudenthal's 
theorem is then obtained as a corollary. 
A trivial space-valued functor F is obtained by forgetting e i.e. 
F(e)=(E , (!)). It is shown that there is at most one natural trans-
formation m : F ~ M (theorem 9) and as a corollary that while it exists 
on a large subcategory it is not defined for the whole category. 
The existence of m suggests the following representation problem: 
for what types of spaces E is it possible to find a relation e on the topology 
1) This work has been partially supported by the National ScienceFoundation 
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of E such that me : E ~ M(e) is a homeomorphism ? This can be done 
if the space is: (1) compact (well known from proximity relations) 
(corollary 2 to proposition 13); (2) discrete (end theory-example 8); (3) 
a closed subset of IT Rn (proposition 14); or ( 4) if E is a conditionally 
neN 
complete chain equipped with the order topology (theorem 14). While 
it does not appear to be true for any arbitrary space M(e) that it can be 
so represented nevertheless if e satisfies Rz, R4, R7 and me is defined this 
is possible (theorem 10). 
The functor M is obviously defined by appealing to the Axiom of 
Choice. While it is not known whether the existence of ultra filters (i.e. 
the existence of M(e) when (!) is discrete and e=C) implies the Axiom 
of Choice, an example due to Banaschewski (example 9) shows that this 
is the case if M(e) exists for all e 1). 
The terminology and notation used is mainly that of Bourbaki with 
the following exception: if f : E ~ E' is a function and ff is a filter on 
E, the filter generated by the sets fA, A E ff is denoted by f.FF. 
§ 2. Relations on a topology 
Let (E, (!)) be a topological space. The topology (!) is a set and so binary 
relations e on (!) can be identified with subsets of (!) x (!). The obvious 
trivial relations are the void relation and the full relation (!) x (!). A less 
trivial relation is the relation of containement, i.e. {(0, P)l 0, P E (!) and 
OCP}. Other simple relations are {(O,P) IOnP=cp) and {(O,P) IOUP=E}. 
A more interesting relation is the relation y = {(0, P) I roc P}, 
where r is the closure operator defined by (!). This relation has a 
variety of properties of interest which were first studied abstractly by 
FREUDENTHAL [1]. He essentially considered the following properties: 
R1. cp e E 
Rz. o e P '* ro c P 
Ra. Oi e Pi '* (01 u Oz) e (P1 u Pz) 
R4. Oi e Pi '* (01 n Oz) e (P1 n Pz) 
R5. 0 e P '* crp e cro (where CA is the complement of A) 
R6. 0' C 0 e P C P' '* 0' e P' 
R7. o e P '* 3Q with o e Q e P 
Rs. cp eo e E YO E (!). 
The relation y satisfies all of the properties with the exception of R7 
which it satisfies iff (!) is a normal topology. 
The relation y is a variant of containement. Similarly each of the other 
two simple relations have analogous variants. Since the basic property 
of the relations e to be considered is that 0 e p =?- 0 c p these variants 
are not of primary interest. However, they can be replaced by relations 
1 ) Added in proof: The existence of ultrafilters does not imply the Axiom 
of Choice HALPERN [ 11] . 
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of this type if closed sets are also used, i.e. if relations are considered on 
the set of sets which are open or closed. Property R2 is then replaced 
by X e Y ==>- rx C IY where X, Y are open or closed (independently) 
and Rs by X e Y ==>- CLI Y e CLIX where 
LIX = ~ rx if X is open 
( IX if X is closed. 
Csazsar's topogenic structure [ 4] is a relation e on a discrete topology 
which satisfies R2, Ra, R4, R6, R7 and Rs. It is said to be symmetric if it 
also satisfies Rs. The symmetric topogenic structures determine the 
proximity relations in the following way: to each e corresponds the 
proximity relation C{(A, B) I A e CB}. 
Let e be a relation on a topology and let [/' C rfl. Then the restriction 
e f [/' of (! to [/' is {(a, P) I a, P E [/' and a e P}. For example y I [/' 
={(a, P) I a, p E [/' and ra c P}. While it is clear that y I [/' satisfies 
R2 the other properties of e depend on the subset !/'. To be specific y I [/' 
satisfies Ra(R4) iff a, P E [/' ==>-a U P E !/'(a n P E !/'). It satisfies Rs 
iff !/' is closed under cr. In general properties R1, R6 and R8 are not 
satisfied and R7 is obviously satisfied iff[/' has the property (N): a, P E [/' 
with ra c p ==>- 3Q E [/' with ra c Q and rQ c P. 
Example 1. Specific examples of restrictions of y are obtained by 
considering the set R of real numbers with the usual topology and the 
following collections of open intervals: 
(0). {(~, (x) I x E R}= Y'o; 
(1). Y'1=Y'o U {(y, ~)I y E R}=Y'o U (-Y'o); 
(2). Y'2={(x, y) I x<y E R}; 
(+3). Y'+a=Y'o U !/'2; 
(-3). Y'-a=(-Y'o) U !/'2; and 
(4). !/'4=!/'1 U !/'2, i.e. all open intervals. 
Let Yi=Y I Y'i i=O, 1, 2, ... 4. All six families satisfy (N) so that each 
Yi satisfies R2 and R7. None of them satisfies R1, R6 or Rs. yo is the only 
one satisfying Ra. All but Yl satisfy R4 and y1 is the only one satisfying Rs. 
If !/'4 is replaced by Y's the set of finite unions of open intervals then ys 
satisfies R2, Ra, R4, Rs and R7. It satisfies Rs in view of 
Lemma 1. Let [/' C (9 be a subset such that 
" (1} a, p E [/' ==>- 0 ("'\ p E [/' and (2) a E [/'==>-era= u ai, ai E !/'. 
Then the set lattice !l' generated by !/' is closed under cr. 
Proof: Obviously !l' is the set of finite unions of sets from [/' since 
m m m 
[/' satisfies (1). Let a= U af, ai E !/'. Then era= C U rai = n crai. 
i=l i=l i=l 
Applying (2) the result follows from distributivity. 
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Example 2. Another restriction of y which is of interest is obtained 
by taking Y to be the open connected subsets with compact boundary. 
Let e denote the restriction y I Y. Then Y satisfies (N) if Y is a basis 
for the space, i.e. V is a neighborhood of x iff there is a set 0 E Y with 
x E 0 C V. While a locally compact locally connected space certainly has 
the property this suggests that perhaps a rim compact locally connected 
space has such a basis. 
A modification of the restriction of a relation e to Y is obtained by 
taking e I Y and considering the smallest relation containing e I Y 
which satisfies R6. If for a relation e, e denotes the smallest relation 
containing e and satisfying R6, then e I Y is this modification. In the 
case of y, y I .'7={(0', P') 130, p E y with 0' c 0 c roc p c P'}. Hence 
y J Y (since it satisfies R6) satisfies Ra and R4 iffY possesses the following 
properties respectively: 
(U) forOi, p E Y, roi c p ==>- 30 E y with 01 u 02 c 0 and roc P; 
(n) for 0, piE Y, roc pi==>- 3P E y with p c p1 n p2 and roc P. 
This for example is the case if Y is closed under intersection and cr. 
Obviously Y satisfies (n). To show that Y satisfies (u) let 01, 0 2 be in Y. 
Then Cr(01 u 02) = cro1 n cro2 is in Y and so 0 = crcr(01 u 0 2) is 
also in Y. This set 0 is the regular open hull of 01 u 02 and so 01 u 02 
C 0 C r(01 u 02) = ro1 u ro2 = ro. Hence Y satisfies (u). 
Example 3. Particular examples of such subsets are provided by 
normal bases (FAN and GoTTESMAN [5]). A base f!J for (!}is called normal 
if it satisfies 
(N B1) 0, P E f!J ==>- 0 n P E f!J 
(N B2) o E f!1 ==>- cro E f!1 
(N Ba) U E (!}, 0 E f!J and rOC U ==>- 3Q E f!J with r0 C Q C rQ C U. 
For any normal basis f!J, y I f!J satisfies every condition but Rs. It is perhaps 
worth noting that (N B3) is stronger than (N). Consider the set Y of open 
rectangles (not necessarily bounded) in R2 with sides parallel to the axes. 
Obviously Y satisfies (N). Let 0 be the rectangle {(x1, x2) I x2<0} and let 
u be the open set {(x1,X2)1x2<e-Xt2}. Then rO={(X!,X2)1x2<0}<U 
but there is no rectangle Q with roc Q cu. 
Specific examples of open bases given by Fan and Gottesman are as 
follows: if (!} is normal then (!} is a normal base; if (!} is locally compact 
and not compact the open sets 0 with ro compact or co compact form 
a normal basis. Other examples are: the open-closed sets in a zero-
dimensional space; and the rim compact sets in a rim compact space. 
The set Y in example 2 is not a normal basis - consider an infinite 
discrete space. The only rim compact connected open set is a singleton. 
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Example 4. A variant of the relation {(0, P) I 0 n P=rp} is the 
relation c/1., of FREUDENTHAL [2]. It has the following formal properties: 
(1) 0 c/1., p ==;,. p c/1., 0 
(2) 0' C 0, P' C P and 0 c/1., P ==;,. 0' cA, P' 
(3) 0 c/1., P and 0' c/1., P' ==;.. (0 n 0') cA, (P n P'). 
A bridge between 0 and Pis a closed set Z which connects 0 and P. 
The relation c/1., is defined by setting 0 c/1., P if there is no sequence (Zn)n 
of bridges Zn :::> Zn+l between 0 and P with nn Zn C 0 uP (a similar 
relation is obtained if the sequence (Zn)n is replaced by a filter basis of 
bridges). 
Example 5. The first instance of what was essentially the use 
of a relation on a topology is due to CARATHEODORY [6]. Let E be a 
bounded simply connected domain in the plane and let K be its closure. 
For certain paths w on K (crosscuts) En Cw[O, l] has exactly two 
components 0 and 0'. On the subdomains 0, 0', P, P', ... of E produced 
by the crosscuts define e as follows: Oe P if the defining crosscuts are 
disjoint and 0 C P. 
§ 3. Operations on relations 
The association of the relation § with the relation e is an example of 
an operation defined on relations. Two other 'hull'type operations may 
be similarly defined using the properties R3 and R4. Set 0( V e )P if 
n n 
0 = U 0~,, P = U P~, and 0~, e Pd= l, ... , n and similarly set 0(1\e)P 
'=1 i=l 
when union is replaced by intersection. It is clear that V e is the smallest 
relation containing e and satisfying R3 and similarly for 1\e. 
The relations § and V e inherit all the properties Rt individually. With 
the exception of Rs this is true of 1\e (for example /\y1=J'4 does not 
satisfy Rs but J'l does). 
The relations on a topology may be partially ordered by inclusion 
(considered as subsets of(!) x (!)). Then if (e .. J<¥eo is any family of relations 
sup e<¥ is the set theoretic union U etx· It inherits Rt, i =F 3, 4 if each of 
(X (X 
thee<¥ has Rt. In order to get a relation satisfying R3 or R4 it is sufficient 
to apply V or 1\. The relation V (U etx) will be denoted by V e<¥ and 
<¥ (X 
similarly /\(U eoJ will be denoted by 1\ e<¥· 
<¥ (X 
The partial order for the relations e may also be introduced by means 
of the concept of an admissable function. Let (E, (!)) and (E', (!)') be two 
topological spaces with relations e and e' on (!) and (!)' respectively. An 
((!), (!)')-continuous function f : E-+ E' is called a (e, e')-map (or just a 
map) if 0' e' P' ==;,. (f-10') e (f-1 P'). Then when (E, (!)) = (E', (!)'), e :::> e' iff 
the identity function is a (e, e')-map. Clearly the triples (E, (!),e) and the 
maps form a category. 
I2 
If f : E -+ E' is a continuous function and e' is a relation on (!)' then 
the inverse image t-1(e') of e' under I is the relation e={(O, P) I O=f-10', 
P= f-lP' and 0' e' P'}, i.e. t-1(e') is the coarsest relation on (!) for which 
f is a map. Since f-1 commutes with intersection and union it is clear that 
t-1(e') inherits R3 and R4 from e'. Obviously R~, R2 and R7 are inherited 
while R 6 and R 8 are in general not. This leaves the property Rs for con-
sideration. Under certain conditions it is inherited as shown by 
Proposition I. Let f : E-+ E' be continuous and let e' be a relation 
on (!)' which satisfies Rs. Then f-1(e') satisfies Rs if either: 
(I) f is open; or 
(2) f is closed and onto. 
If e' satisfies R2 and R7 then t-1(e') satisfies Rs. 
Proof: Iff is open or closed and onto then f-l(r'O')=r(f-10') for all 
sets 0' in (!)'. Because f is continuous it suffices to show that f-l(r'O') C 
c r(f-10'). 
Pick x E f-1(r'O') and a neighborhood U of x. Then for f open, f U is a 
neighborhood of fx E tt-1(r'O') cr'O'. Hence (/ U) (") 0' =F cp. Hence 
U fl f-10' =F cp i.e. x E r(f-10'). 
If f is closed and x ¢ r(f-10') let U be an open set containing x and 
disjoint from f-10'. Then CU :J f-10' and fCU :J fl-10' :J 0' iff is onto. 
Hence fx ¢ r'O' and so t-1(r'O') C r(f-10'). 
Assume now that e' satisfies R2 and R7 and that 0' e' P'. Then there 
exists Q' with 0' e' Q' e' P'. Now r(f-10') C f-l(r'O') C f-l(r'Q') C f-lp' C 
C r(f-lP'). Hence cr(f-P') C f-l(C'r'Q')f-l(e')f-l(C'r'O') C cr(f-10'). In 
other words (Cr(f-lP'), cr(f-10')) E f-l(e'). 
Let ((E,., (!),., e,.)),.e.o be a family of triples and let (~ E"" ~ (!),.) and 
"' "' (Il E,., IT(!),.) be the sum and product respectively of the topological 
"' "' 
spaces (E,., (!),.). Then the sum 2 e,. and the product IT e,. of the relations 
"' "' can be defined as follows: 
Set 0(~ e,.) P if (0 fl E,.) e,. (P fl E,.) for all IX E Q such that both 
"' 
0 fl E,., P fl E,. =F cp and 0 fl E,. = cp iff P fl E,. = cp. Then ~ (},. satisfies 
"' R1,, i =I, ... , 8 if each e,. satisfies it. It is clear that a sum of maps is a 
map for the sum. 
The product of the relations is defined by means of the basic open sets 
IT 0,., where 0,. E (!),. for all IX E Q and 0,. =FE,. for only a finite number 
"' 
of subscripts. Set (Il 0"') Tie,. (liP,.) if O,.e,.P,. for those IX with O,.=!=E,. 
IX IX IX 
or P,. =1= E,.. With this definition it is easy to see that a product of maps 
is a map for the product. 
If n,. is the IX-th projection then clearly IT e,. :J U n;1(e,.) and in addition 
"' "' 
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if each eiX satisfies R4, II eiX= 1\ n; 1(e .. ). When this is so and each E .. =E 
"' "' 
the product relation defines 1\ e .. since d-1(II e"') = 1\ e .. where d: E--+ II E 
(X, Of, tx oc: 
is the diagonal map. 
Proposition 2. If II e .. satisfies Rt, i= 1, ... , 8 then each e .. satisfies 
IX 
Rt. If each e .. satisfies Rt, i = 1, 2, 4 or 7 then II e"' satisfies Rt. If each 
"' e .. satisfies Rs then V II eiX satisfies Rs. 
"' 
Proof: Since the relations e .. can be obtained by just looking at the 
IX-th coordinate E .. of II E .. the first assertion is obvious. 
IX 
For each IX, n;1 (eiX) inherits Rt, i =1= 6 or 8 from e since n,. is an open 
continuous function. The second assertion follows from the fact that 
(II OIX) ()(II P.,) = II(O,. () P.,) and r(II O .. ) =II r"'o"'. 
(X (){, (X, (X, (X, 
The final assertion is an immediate consequence of the fact that for 
" 0 =II OIX, OIX =I= EIX, IX= lXI, ••• , IXn the complement of ro = u P(IX, i) 
"' i=l h P( ") {E .. , IX =I= IXi W ere IX, ~ = C r O = 
"' "' "'' IX IXi. 
Let .Q={1, 2, ... , n} and let EIX= R for each IX E .Q. A function i : .Q--+ 
--+ {0, 1, 2, ± 3, 4, 5} defines the product relation II Yi<IXl on Rn. If i is a 
"' 
constant function the corresponding relation is the n-th power IInY'I of 
some Yi• i = 0, 1, 2, ± 3, 4 or 5. It can be seen that IInYi is the restriction 
of y to a particular class of open cuboids with sides parallel to the 
coordinate planes. The relations V IInY4 and V IInys are both the 
restriction of y to the set lattice generated by the totality of such open 
cuboids. They both satisfy Rs by proposition 2, a fact which can also be 
seen directly from lemma 1 and the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let //IX C (!)"' be given for each IX E .Q such that 
(1) E"' E //,. for all IX; 
(2) 0,., P .. E //,. =? OIX ()PIX E //IX; 
" (3) 0"' E //"' =? ciXriXoiX = u oiiX• Oia E //"'' i= 1, ... , n. 
i=l 
If // C II(!)"' is the set of cuboids II A .. with A .. E Y .. for all IX and 
"' 
A .. =E .. for all but a finite number of subscripts then // satisfies (1), 
(2) and (3) where the subscript IX has been dropped. 
Proof: // clearly satisfies (1) and (2). It satisfies (3) in view of the 
observations in proposition 2 about r(II A,.) and C(Il A 01). 
"' "' 
§ 4. Continuous real-valued functions and relations 
With the aid of the seven relations Y'~ on R any collection of continuous 
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real-valued functions on a topological space E defines a variety of relations 
on the topology by means of inverse images and the othe-r operations on 
relations. The relations thus defined all satisfy R2 and. R7 since each ')!£ 
satisfies them and these properties are preserved by all the operations. 
Conversely any relation e satisfying R2 and R7 is essentially determined 
by continuous real-valued functions as shown by 
Theorem l. Let (E, (!!) be a topological space and let e be a relation 
on (!! satisfying R2 and R7. If 0 e P then there exists a continuous real-
valued function 1, o < 1 < 1, such that o <A.< t-t < 1 ~o e {x 1 lx <A.} 
e{x I lx<p,} e P. The converse holds for e. 
Proof: The last assertion is obvious. Assume that 0 e P. Let O=Qo 
and P = Q1. Then by R7 there exists Q112 with Qo e Q112 e Q1. Applying 
R? again Ql/4 and Q3;4 are defined and so on. Since 0 e P ~ ro C P the 
argument used to prove Urysohn's lemma applies to show that the 
function I defined by lx=inf {m/2 11 I x E Qm12n} is continuous. 
Obviously 0<1< l and in addition Qm-lf2'1t C {xI lx<m/211 } C {xI lx~ 
~m/211} C Qm12n. Since the dyadic rationals are dense in [0, l] the result 
follOW!l. 
Note. The function I of the theorem does not satisfy A.< p, ~ {x I lx < 
<A} e {xI lx<p,} unless e satisfies Rs (i.e. l-1(yo) c e iff e satisfies Rs). 
This suggests the operation e-+ (!=e u {(cp, 0) I 0 E (!;J} u {(0, E)IOE(!;J}. 
Clearly e = (!. Consequently the theorem has the following 
Corollary. LetS be the set of continuous real-valued functions I onE 
such that A<p, ~{xI lx<A.} e {xI lx<p,}. Then e=[U 1-l (yo)]~. 
fEB 
Remark. This result sharpens Csazsar's observation in [4] that 
every topogenic structure compatible with a topology is determined by 
lower semi-continuous functions. 
The set S of functions defined by e is not an arbitrary collection of 
continuous functions as indicated by 
Proposition 3. The set S=Se of functions I for which 1-l(yo) c e 
has the following properties where IX denotes a constant function: 
(l) IES~I+IXES; 
(2) IES,IX;:;.;.O~IXIES;-
(3) I ES ~I v IX, I AIX ES where (/ v 1X)X=max [lx, IX] and (/ AIX)X= 
=min [fx, IX] ; and 
( 4) S is uniformly closed. 
Proof: Obviously S satisfies (l) and (2). It satisfies (3) because 
{xI (/ v 1X)x<A.} ={xI lx<A.} n {x IIX<A} and {xI (/ AIX)x<A.} ={xI lx< 
<A.} u {x IIX<A}. 
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Assume (fn)n is a sequence of functions inS which converge uniformly 
p,-A . 
to the function f. Pick A<p, and e< --a· Then {xI fnx<A+e} e {xI fnx< 
< p,- e} for all n. Let n be large enough to ensure that I f nX- fx I < e for 
all x E E. Then {xI fx<A} C {xI fnx<A+e} and {xI fnx<p,-e} C {xI fx< 
<p,}. Hence j-1(yo) C e-
For relations e satisfying R2, R6, R1 and Rs the structure of S determines 
which of the other properties the relation satisfies and conversely. 
Theorem 2. Assume a relatione satisfies R2, R6, R1 and R8• Then e· 
satli<fies ( ~} ili S;. correspondingly closed under ( m ultap&cation by ( ~ I). 
Proof: Since {xI (fA g)x<A}= {xI fx<A} U {xI gx<A} it follows from 
theorem 1 that if S is closed under A then e satisfies Ra. The converse is 
obvious. 
Similarly since {xI (f v g)x<A}= {xI fx<A} r'l {xI gx<A} it follows that 
S is closed under v iff e satisfies R4. 
Assume now that S is closed under multiplication by ( -1). Then 
theorem 1 shows that(! is closed under cr because {xI fx>A}= {xI (- f)x< 
<-A} and {xI fx.;;;;A-e} c r{x I fx<A} c {xI fx.;;;;A} for any e>O. 
Conversely assume that e satisfies Rs. Pick A<'YJ<p, and f ES. Then 
{xI fx<A} C {xI fx <A} C {xI fx<'YJ} (!{xI fx<p,} and so {xI fx>p,} 
c cr {xI fx<p,} (! cr {xI fx<'YJ} c {xI tx'>A}. Hence {xI ( -f)x< -p,} (! 
{xl (-f)x<-A} i.e. -fES. 
Corollary. If e satisfies R2, R4, Rs and R1 then e=[ 1\ j-1(y4)y, 
where S* is the set of bounded functions in S. teB* 
Proof: The proof of the theorem shows that for a collection S of 
functions closed under v, U j-l(yo) = 1\ j-l(yo). Furthermore since 
fEB feB 
j-l(y1) = j-l(yo) u (- f)-l(y0) and /\y1 =y4 it follows that if in additionS is 
closed under multiplication by ( -1) then U j-l(yo) = 1\ j-1(y4)· 
feB fEB 
The result follows from the corollary to theorem 1 and the observation 
that [U j-l(yi)J" = [ U j-l(yi)J" i=O, ... , 5. 
fEB fEB* 
Example 6. The corollary gives a sufficient condition for a relation 
e to be essentially of the form 1\ j;1 (y4), £X in some index set Q. A specific 
IX 
example of such a relation is obtained by taking E as a real topological 
vector space and Q the set of non-trivial continuous linear functionals on 
E. If f E Q then - f E Q and so 1\ j-l(yo) = 1\ j-l(y1) = 1\ j-l(y4 ). 
fED teD teD 
Let :n; denote this relation. Then it satisfies R2, R4 and R1 but not Rs 
since :n:=y restricted to the open polyhedra in E. As r{x I fx<A}= {xI fx.;;;;A} 
for IE Q it follows that cr{x I fx<A}= {xI fx>A}. Hence if pis an open 
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polyhedron cr P is a finite union of open half spaces. Lemma 1 shows 
that V n satisfies Rs in addition to R2, Ra, R4 and R1. 
n 
When E = Rn the relation n contains IInY4 = 1\ n,-l(y4) where nc is 
i=l 
the i-th projection. The relation n is the polyhedral analogue of the 
cuboidal 'relation Tin Y4· 
Theorem 3. If e satisfies R1 to Rs inclusive then S* is a Banach 
subalgebra of C* (the algebra of bounded continuous real-valued functions 
on the space E). 
Proof: Consider the continuous function t : E-+ II R1 defined by 
fEB* 
tx = (fx)J. Let T(E) be the closure of tE in the product space. Then T(E) 
is compact. 
The restrictions IT=nt I T(E) of the coordinate projections are contin-
uous real-valued functions such that ITo t =I for each I in S*. Since tE 
is dense in T(E) the set (S*)T of all the restrictions IT is a uniformly closed 
lattice of functions closed under scalar multiplication and the addition 
of constant functions i.e. (S*)T inherits these properties from S*. 
(S*)T obviously separates the points of T(E). It has the two point 
property. Pick u, v E T(E) and 01., fJ E R. Let I be such that ITU=A*,u=ITv. 
Then g=({J-01.) f-~ +01. is inS and YTU=OI., YTV={J. 
,U-A 
Consequently by the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem (S*)T=CT(E)· Hence 
S* = CT(E) o t which is a Banach subalgebra of C* since t is continuous. 
Let (E, tP) be a topological space and let ott be a uniformity for the 
set E whose uniform topology is coarser than tP i.e. ott has a basis of 
entourages which are open in the product topology. Define e = e1111 by 
setting 0 e V if for some entourage V E ott, V[O] C V. Then e satisfies R1 
to Rs inclusive. The algebra S* associated with e is the algebra A* of 
bounded ott-uniformly continuous functions on E. 
It is clear that the functions in A* are continuous and in addition that 
A* CS*. 
Assume I E S* and that 0 <.I<. 1. Let n > 0 be a fixed integer. For 
k= -1, ... , 4 n-1 there is a symmetric entourage V E ott with 
[{ I k k + 2 }J { I k _ 1 k + 3} V x 4n <lx< 4n C x 4!ii:<lx<4!ii: . 
Pick u E E and an integer m with 
m m+2 
4n <lu<4n. 
Then V[u] C { vjjlu- lvl < 1/n} since 
{ lk-1 k+3} x 4!ii: < lx < 4!ii: C {viilu-lvl < 1/n}. 
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Consequently V C {(u, v)lllu- lvl < 1/n}. As this holds fm an arbitrary 
n > 0, f is uniformly continuous, i.e. f E A*. 
§ 5. The Functor M 
Let (E, ll/) be a topological space and let e be a relation on lV such 
that 0 e P ==*'" 0 C P. A filter .fF onE -=1= if> will be called a e-filter if .fF = {E} 
or if A E .fF implies there exist 0, P E .fF with 0 e P C A (if E =if> there 
are no proper filters on E anyway). 
A e-filter is automatically open (i.e. has a basis of open sets) and it 
is also closed if e satisfies R2. Consequently when e satisfies R2, x E adh 
.fF "* .fF C 1'"(x)-the neighborhood filter for x. 
Let ff1 and ff2 be two e-filters that generate a proper filter ff. It is 
clear that .fF is a e-filter when e satisfies R4. 
When ordered by inclusion the e-filters form an inductive set and so 
every e-filter .fF is contained in a maximal e-filter vii. If e satisfies R4 
the maximal e-filters vii are characterized by the fact that for any e-filter 
.fF either vii :J .fF or there exist sets A, B in vii and .fF respectively with 
A n B =if>. If in addition e satisfies R7 and 0 e P then P E vii if 0 and vii 
generate a proper filter 1 ). 
Let (E', ll/') be a second topological space and let e' be a relation on 
lll'. If I: E-+ E' is an admissable function then when ff' is a e'-filter 
j-l,fF' is a e-filter if it is proper i.e. iff ff' meets r' I E. 
Let M(e)=M(E, lll, e) denote the set of maximal e-filters on E. For 
an admissable function f let M(f)={(vll,vll') I vii :J 1-lvll' (~ lvll :Jvll')} 
where vii E M(e) and vii' E M(e'). Considering M(f) as a relation it is clear 
that for a third triple (E", lll", e") and a second map f' : E' -+ E", 
M(f' o I) :J M(f') o M(f) with the usual definition of composition of 
relations. In general there is no equality (see example 14). 
If e' satisfies R4 then M(f) is a function although its domain need not 
be M(e). In case M(f) and M(f') are both functions with respective domains 
M(e) and M(e') then M(f' of)= M(f') o M(f) iff M(f' o I) is a function. 
In particular this is the case if r/ and e" satisfy R4 and the domains of 
M(f) and M(f') are M(e) and M(e'). 
Obviously M(eE) = eM<P> (eE the identity function on E) and M(f) is 
an isomorphism if I is one. Hence by abuse of terminology M is a covariant 
functor. It is defined on the category of triples (E, lll, e) and admissable 
maps with values in the category of sets and binary relations. 
The filters vii in M(e) are all open filters and so the topology lV forE 
defines a basis for a topology on M(e) in the usual way: if 0 E lV let 
0* ={vii E M(e) I 0 E vii} be a basic open set; clearly (0 n P)* =0* n P* 
1) FREUDENTHAL [1] essentially considered those e-filters :F such that if OeP 
and 0 generates a filter with :F then P E :F. These filters he called Erzeugende. 
They are obviously maximal e-filters and if e satisfies R4 and R7 every maximal 
e·filter is an Erzeugende. 
2 Series A 
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and so the basis is closed under intersection. The topology is always T1 
and if e satisfies R4 it is T2. 
Example 7. Consider the relations Yi defined on the usual topology 
for R. The only non-trivial yo-filter has a basis consisting of the intervals 
(+--, -n), n>O and so M(yo)={-oo}. Similarly M(y1) is the discrete 
space {- oo, + oo }. The y2-filters all have non-void adherence and so 
the maximal y2-filters are just the neighborhood filters of the points of 
R. In other words M(y2) is homeomorphic to R under the map x ~ 'f'"(x). 
It is clear that M(Y+3) is homeomorphic to R U { -oo} with the usual 
adjunction of -oo and hence to R+. Similarly M(y-3)= R u { +oo}= R-. 
Finally M(y4) = R i.e. R with ± oo adjoined and M(y4) = M(ys). 
Example 8. If Eisa discrete space then M(e)=E. If the topology 
of E is such that each neighborhood filter is an e-filter (hence a maximal 
e-filter) then x ~ 'f'"(x) embeds E in M(e). The nonconvergent filters in 
M(e) are called the ends of E. 
Proposition. An e-filter ff with void adherence has the following 
property: if Q is a domain with compact boundary then Q E ff or for 
some A Eff, Q f"'l A=cp. 
Proof: Assume this to be false for some Q and ff. Then A E ff 
implies C Q f"'l A =1- cp and Q f"'l A =1- cp. Hence if A is connected A f"'l BQ =1- cp 
and so r A n BQ =1- cp for all A E ff since ff has a basis of connected sets. 
Since BQ is compact this is a contradiction of the fact that adh ff = cp. 
Corollary 1. Such a filter is a maximal e-filter. 
Corollary 2. If each 'f'"(x) is an e-filter M(e) is Hausdorff if E is 
Hausdorff. 
Corollary 3. If each 't'"(x) is an e-filter then there is (up to iso-
morphism) at most one compact extension K of E such that: 
( 1) K is locally connected and Hausdorff; 
(2) 
(3) 
K-E is zero-dimensional; and 
U C K open connected ==> U f"'l E connected [7]. 
Proofs: The first two corollaries are obvious. Assume E C K is a 
dense subspace and K satisfies (1), (2) and (3). Then if x EK-E the 
trace T x of the neighborhood filter of x on E is an e-filter with void 
adherence. Consequently the embedding x ~ 'f'"(x) of E in M(e) extends 
to K. Since M(e) is Hausdorff and the image of E is dense it follows from 
the compactness of K that the image of K is M(e). Hence M(e) and K 
are isomorphic extensions of E. 
FREUDENTHAL [3] proved the existence of the compact extension K 
(i.e. the compactness of M(e)) for a connected, locally connected, locally 
compact Hausdorff space E with countable basis. It is clear that for the 
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real line M(e)=M(y4) and for Rn, M(e) is the one-point compactification. 
More generally if E = X x Y where X and Y are both connected, locally 
connected, locally compact and non-compact then _ilf(e) is the one-point 
compactification of E i.e. E has one end [3]. 
A further example of a space M(e) is Caratheodory's space of prime 
ends. It is the space defined by the relation of example 5. 
If e satisfies R1 to Rs for a discrete topology and b is the corresponding 
proximity relation then M(e) is the compact space associated with b by 
SMIRNOV [8]. 
The existence of maximal e-filters is guaranteed by the Axiom of 
Choice. On the other hand the following example of Banaschewski's shows 
that the existence of maximal e-filters for arbitrary e implies the Axiom 
of Choice. 
Example 9. Let (E"')"'ED be a family of non-void sets indexed by 
the set Q and let E = 2, E"' be their disjoint sum. Consider the subsets 
IX 
X, Y, ... of E such that cpo!=X n E"' is E"' or is finite. Let e bey restricted 
to these sets (the topology of E being discrete). Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between M(e) and the choice functions on Q. Let Jt E M(e) 
and let lXo E Q. Consider the sets X n E "•' X E Jt. For some X in Jt, X n E "• 
is finite. If not then for ao E E ... the sets X n C[C{ao} n E"'.] generate a 
e-filter strictly finer than ..4. A similar argument shows that for some 
X EJI, X n E ... is a singleton {..4(1Xo)} and so Jt defines the choice function 
lX --+ ..4(1X). The converse is clear. 
To conclude this string of examples consider the following one which 
shows that M is not a functor in the strict sense of the word. 
Example 10. Consider the identity function e: R--+ R and the 
projection p: R--+ {0} and the relations y4, y2 and eo={(c/>, {0})}. Add 
(c/>, R) to Y4 and Y2· Then the functions are admissable. Obviously 
M(p) o M(e) = R x {0} and M(p o e)= R x {0} since the addition of (c/>, R) 
does not change the Y4 or y2-filters. 
Introducing a topology into the sets M(e) means that the functor M 
has values in the category whose objects are topological spaces and the 
maps are relations (with no a priori connection with the topologies). 
A preliminary result showing the connection between the relations __ Zlf(f) 
and the topologies on M(e) and M(e') is stated as 
Proposition 4. Let f : E--+ E' be an admissable map. If e' satisfies 
R4 and R7 then M(f) is a continuous function. If e satisfies R4 and R7 
then M(f) is a closed subset. 
Proof: Since e' satisfies R4, M(f) is a function. Assume f..40 ::>../to' 
and pick 0', P' in Jt o' with 0' e' P'. Let 0 = j-10'. If 0 E Jt and fJI ::> ..4' 
it follows that Jt' and 0' generate a proper filter. Since e' satisfies R4 
and R7 this implies that P' E Jt'·. In other words M(f) 0* C (P') *. ·This 
shows that M(f) is continuous. 
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Assume that e satisfies R4 and R1 and that f..Ao -p ..Ao. Pick 0', P' in 
..A0' with 0' e' P' and neither in f..Ao. Then neither 0= f-IQ' nor P= f-1P' 
are in .A o. Since 0 e P it follows that for some Q E .A o, Q fl 0 = c/> and 
hence cro E ..Ao. The neighborhood (CrO)* X (0')* contains (..Ao, ..Ao') 
but is clearly disjoint from M(f). 
Assume now that f : E ---)>- E' is a (e, e') map where e = t-1(e') and e' 
satisfies R4• Let .A be a maximal e-filter. Then it has a basis of sets f-10, 
0' E (!}'. The filter f..A contains the filter ff' generated by the sets 0'. 
Since..Aisae-filter and e' satisfies R4,ff' is a e'-filter. It is the largest 
e'-:filter contained in f..A and clearly f-1 ff' =.A· ff' will be called the 
e' -filter associated with .A. 
Let A'=r'fE and let e' I A' be the relation on the subspace topology 
induced by the inclusion of A' in E'. The filter ff' I A' is a maximal 
e' I A'-filter. Let .A':) ff' I A' be a maximal e' I A'-filter. Then t-1..A' 
is a proper filter containing f-1(ff'IA')=f-1ff'=JI. Hence f-IJI'=..A. 
Let ff" be the e' -filter associated with .A'. Since ff" I A'= .A', t-Iff"= .A 
and so ff" C ff'. Hence .A' C ff' I A'. This completes the major part of 
the proof of 
Theorem 4. Let f : E ---)>- E' be a (e, e')-map with e = t-1(e') and e' 
satisfying R4. Let A'=r'fE. Then M(f): M(e) -)>-M(e' I A') is a homeo-
morphism. 
Proof: Obviously M(f) : M(e) ---)>- M(e' I A') is the bijection M(f)..A = 
=ff' I A'. 
The space M(e) has a basis of sets of the form (f-10')*, 0' E (!}'.Similarly 
the sets (0' fl A')* form a basis for M(e' I A'). Since f-10' E .A iff 0' E ff' 
it is clear that f-10' E .A iff 0' fl A' E M(f)..A. 
Corollary. Let f : E ---)>- E' be a (e, e')-map with e = t-1(e') and e' 
satisfying R4• Let A'= r' f E and denote by i' the inclusion of A' in E'. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) the domain of M(f) is M(e); 
(2) for each .A the associated e'-filter ff' is maximal; 
(3) M(f) embeds M(e) in M(e'); 
(4) the domain of M(i') is M(e' I A'); 
(5) every maximal e' I A'-filter .A' =.A I A for a unique maximal 
e-filter .A; and 
(6) M(i') embeds M(e' I A') in M(e'). 
Proof: Obviously (1)-#- (2). The proof of the theorem carries over 
to show that (2) -#- (3). 
The last three assertions are special cases of the corresponding first 
three and so are mutually equivalent. 
From the theorem it is clear that M(f)=M(i') o M(f). Hence (3) and 
(6) are equivalent. 
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This corollary shows that the study of the relations M(f) when l-1(e') =e 
and e' satisfies R4 can be reduced to the special case where f embeds E 
as a closed subspace of E'. The triple (A, E, e) will be said to satisfy (S) 
if M(i) embeds M(e I A) in M(e) (i the inclusion of the subspace A in E) 
i.e. if M preserves the subspace A. 
(A, R, Yi) satisfies (S) i=2, ± 3, or 4 and A arbitrary. Let .4t be a 
maximal Yi I A-filter and let :!F be the associated Yi-filter. Then adh :!Fer A 
because :!F has a basis of intervals. Hence if i = 2 adh :!F =1= cp and clearly 
:!F converges. If i = ± 3 or 4 and adh :!F =1= cp :!F also converges. If 
adh :!F = cp then it converges to + oo or to - oo. 
Consequently if I : E-+ R is continuous and (!i = l-1(yi) i = 2, ± 3 or 4 
M(f) embeds M(ei) in M(y.!). The image is the closure of fE in M(yi)· 
From example 7, R C M(yi) and the traces of the neighborhood filters of 
M(yi) on R are the maximal Yi-filters. Therefore if Jti is a maximal Yi-
filter 1-1.4ti is proper iff Jti is in the closure of IE in M(yi)· 
If I : E -+ E' is a {e, e')-map and l-1(e') =1= e then the identity eE is a 
(e, j-1(e'))-map. Furthermore if e' satisfies R4, M(f)=M(f) o M(eE)· This 
is because l-1.4(' is a maximal j-1(e') filter if it is proper. Consequently 
the relation M(f) in this case is equivalent to the relation M(eE) ifr'tE =E'. 
Consider the relations M(e) i.e. those determined by two relations (!1 
and (!2 on a topology (!) with (!1 :> (!2· Since every (!2-filter is a (!1-filter the 
range of M(e) is M(e2). If (!2 satisfies R4 then M(e) is a function. 
Theorem 5. Let (!1 and (!2 be relations on one and the same topology 
with (!1 :> (!2· Then every maximal (!1-filter Jf1 contains a maximal (!2-
filter Jf2 if (!1 satisfies R4 and (!2 satisfies R4, Rs and R7. 
Proof: Assume 11 does not contain 12. Then since (!1 satisfies R4 
there are sets P1- E Jf1- with P1 n P2 = cp. 
Pick02 E12with 02 (!2 P2. Then (CrP2) (!2 (Cr02). Obviously crp2 E11 
and so the e2-filter ff2 generated by {Q 1 crP2 e2 Q} is contained in 11. 
The filters ff2 and 12 do not generate a proper filter. 
If 11 contains no 12 then there is a largest (!2-filter :!F C 11 which 
fails to generate a filter with any 12. 
This is an obvious contradiction. 
Consider the relations yi, i = 0, I, 2, ± 3, 4. For no two of these relations 
with one containing the other is M(e) a function with domain the maximal 
filter space of the larger. In fact M(e)-1 is always an embedding. 
Two relations (!1 and (!2 on the same topology will be said to be equivalent 
if M((!1)=M(e1 u (!2)=M(e2). Then since every §-filter (e-filter) is a 
e-filter (remembering the convention that {E} is always a e-filter for any 
(!) it follows that (! is equivalent to both e and e as (! c e and (! c e-
In other words conditions R6 and R8 are of no importance for the 
functor M. 
Of more interest is the fact that e is equivalent to V e if e satisfies R4 
and R7• It is sufficient to show that any maximal V e-filter 1 is a e-filter. 
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n n 
Pick 0, P E Jt with O(Ve)P. Then 0 = U O., and P = U Pi with 
i-1 i-1 
Oi e Pi, i = l, ... n. Now at least one of the sets Oi generates a proper 
filter with J( and so the corresponding pi is in Jt. If oi e Qi e pi then Q., 
is also in Jt and so Jt is a e-filter. 
The relations Yi are all inequivalent with the exception of Y4 and ys. 
Hence M(ys) = R. The relation ITnY4 is not equivalent to the polyhedral 
relation n of example 8. Consider the line l : X1 = xz = X3 = ... = Xn in Rn 
and a sequence (On)n of polyhedral cylinders containing it with On+lnOn 
for each n and n On= l. This sequence generates a polyhedral filter ~ 
n 
which lies in no ITny4-filter. In particular a maximal polyhedral filter 
J( :J ~ is not a rrny4-filter. 
(To be continued) 
